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Abstract 

The implementation of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) in the fashion domain has been 

researched for various applications such as virtual-try-on, fashion item recommendation, and 

design generation. In this paper, we propose a GAN-based fashion design generation system that 

reduces the workload of the labor-intensive design creation task. Our system consists of two 

generative models: one that produces images of fashion items without any clothing patterns 

using conditioned StyleGAN2-ADA, and one that is a style transfer model reflecting the fine 

texture of the fashion item. The system also allows users to edit images of garments by manip-

ulating the latent code of the generator. We demonstrate through qualitative and quantitative 

experiments that the proposed system trained on a dataset of real clothing inventory images can 

generate realistic and diverse images that reflect the input conditions in detail. 

Keywords: Generative Adversarial Networks, Swapping Autoencoder, Style Transfer, Fashion 

Design Generation 

1 Introduction 

Generally speaking, one of the main tasks in the fashion industry is to analyze the future fashion 

demands and produce novel fashion designs that fit with the trend forecast result. However, 

because it requires designers to forecast the unseen future, creating designs of fashionable gar-

ments is a labor-intensive and time-consuming task. We design our system to reduce the work-

load of producing novel fashion designs. Our system utilizes GAN-based generative models to 

produce detailed garment images conditioned by the input fashion attributes that fashion experts 

consider trendy, and designers can discover novel design ideas by browsing images generated 

from them. 

Since our aim here is to include diverse garments, we use generative models rather than 

simple Information Retrieval (IR) models. For example, IR models can only retrieve clothing 

images that match items already in the database and when designers have to edit the details of a 

garment, the model cannot apply such modification. In contrast, GAN models are able to con-

dition the images they generate in detail, and therefore, we use GANs to enable versatile edits on 

clothing images. 
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2 Related Works 

Our proposed system consists of three key modules: a Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) 

[1] module, a texture synthesis module using a neural style transfer model, and an image edit

module that manipulates latent codes. We introduce several related works in this section. As far

as we know, our proposed system is the first that can generate high-resolution fashion item im-

ages by combining conditional-StyleGAN2-ADA [2], style transfer model [3], and latent space

editing module [4].

2.1    Application of Generative Adversarial Networks in Fashion 

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1] have been improved to the point that they can 

generate realistic high-resolution images, and research on GAN applications for the fashion 

domain such as virtual try-on [5] and fashion item recommendation ([6][7]), is now being con-

ducted extensively. At the same time, detailed fashion image editing methods such as TailorGAN 

[8], which utilizes GAN to edit the lengths of sleeves and collars of garments have been pro-

posed. 

One of the most promising methods is StyleGAN [9], which improves PGGAN [10] by 

using Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [11] to generate realistic high-resolution im-

ages. StyleGAN image generation tasks can be applied to fashion image generation techniques 

such as style transfer-based virtual try-on [12] and fashion outfit generation [13]. StyleGAN2 

[14] improves the original StyleGAN’s training stability by refining AdaIN and introducing a

lazy path length regularization method. StyleGAN2-ADA [2] can utilize data augmentation, 

which enables StyleGAN2 [14] generation to be trained from limited data. Our proposed system 

using StyleGAN2-ADA [2] generates images conditioned by using the principle of Conditional 

GAN [15]. 

2.2 Texture Synthesis 

Although neural style transfer models that reflects the texture of one image onto another [16] 

have been studied frequently, this is not practical due to the difficulty of collecting vast amounts 

of paired image data that is required to train such models. Swapping autoencoder [3], in contrast, 

can be trained without a paired image dataset and can encode the structure and texture of one 

image into two different latent codes. It can also effectively conflate the texture information of 

one target image with another input image by utilizing a Patch Discriminator, that judges 

whether a randomly cropped patch of the synthesized image belongs to the target texture image. 

2.3 Deep Image Manipulation with StyleGAN Latent Code Modification 

Various image manipulation methods that modify the disentangled latent code of StyleGAN [9] 

have been proposed. For example, Collins et al. [17], developed a method that implements local 

image editing by means of spherical k-means clustering [18] applied to the weights of each 

progressive Affine transfer blocks of StyleGAN. Another method, GANSpace [19], uses 

PCA-based data sampling to detect interpretable image editing directions. However, such 

methods require time-consuming optimization [17] or data sampling [19]. An unsupervised 

latent space editing method named SeFa [4] that requires neither training on a generator nor data 

sampling has recently been introduced. SeFa utilizes the eigenvectors of arbitrary GAN convo-
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lutional generator block weights and dramatically reduces the image editing time for manipula-

tion on a latent code. 

3 Dataset 

Each module in our proposed system is trained on a dataset that contains 62k clothing images 

and corresponding condition labels (seven categories, ten silhouette labels, 12 length labels, 16 

colors, and 20 patterns) collected from the inventory of airCloset, Inc from October 2018 to April 

2022. The dataset is not publicly available. 

4 Method 

The overall architecture of our proposed system is shown in Figure. 1. Our proposed system 

consists of three major modules. The first is a” Multiple Conditional StyleGAN2-ADA Module” 

that utilizes StyleGAN2-ADA [2] to generate the clothing images with no patterns on the basis of 

four conditions: category, silhouette, length, and color (Sec. 4.1). The second is a” Swapping 

Autoencoder Module” that utilizes a swapping autoencoder [3] to reflect the input clothing pat-

tern into the garment image generated by the first module (Sec. 4.2). The final module is the” 

SeFa Color Editing Module”, which applies unsupervised latent Semantics Factorization (SeFa 

[4]) to revise the color of the output synthesized image from the second module to match the 

input color label (Sec. 4.3). 

4.1   StyleGAN2-ADA for Clothing Image Generation with No Patterns 

From a latent code 𝒛 in the latent space 𝑍 , the mapping network of the original StyleGAN2 [14] 

generator 𝑓 (𝑓 ∶  𝑍 →  𝑊 ) projects 𝒛 into the intermediate latent code 𝒘 ∈  𝑊 . When condi-

tionally trained, 𝑓 has a functionality to project 𝒛 into w with the embedded condition vector 𝒚, 

as 

where 𝑔 is an embedding layer and c is a condition label. In order to reflect all four conditions 

(clothing category, silhouette, length, color), StyleGAN2 needs to be able to apply multiple 

conditions. Therefore, we modified the mapping network f in the StyleGAN2 [14] generator so 

that it can represent an arbitrary number of conditions. As our aim is to reflect the combination of 

four conditions 𝒄 = {𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑙, 𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑛, 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟}, we define linear embedding layers for each con-

dition 𝑔𝑐, 𝑐 ∈  𝒄. Therefore, our refined mapping network architecture is  

where 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑙, 𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑛, 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟  are condition labels for clothing category, silhouette, length, and 

color, respectively. The final output generated image I is defined by using the synthesis layer of 

StyleGAN2-ADA (𝐺𝑠), as 

I 
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4.2   Clothing Pattern Synthesis Module 

In the StyleGAN2-ADA module discussed above, we generated images constrained by relatively 

simple conditions (category, silhouette, length, color). However, due to the prodigious diversity 

of clothing patterns, we cannot train to represent all clothing patterns using only Style-

GAN2-ADA. We therefore apply the swapping autoencoder [3] proposed by Park et al. to syn-

thesize clothing pattern from real images rather than generating them from scratch. The model 

utilizes an encoder decoder network where the encoder (𝐸𝑛𝑐) outputs a structure tensor (𝒛𝒔) and 

a texture vector (𝒛𝒕) from a given image 𝐼 to split the information of the structure and texture 

disparately, as 

At the same time, the residual StyleGAN2 [14]-based decoder/generator of the swapping auto-

encoder (𝐺𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝐴𝐸) reconstructs the input image (𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑐) from the two tensors (𝒛𝒔, 𝒛𝒕) as 

This architecture allows one image (𝐼𝐴) to mix the texture of another image (𝐼𝐵). Concretely 

speaking, the mixed image 𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑥can be obtained by swapping the texture vector of 𝐼𝐴 (𝒛𝒕
𝑨) with

the texture vector of 𝐼𝐵  (𝒛𝒕
𝑩) while preserving the structure tensor 𝒛𝒔

𝑨 of the original image as

In our system, when generating garment images with patterns, we use swapping autoencoder to 

synthesize the clothing pattern conditioned by the input with the image generated by the first 

StyleGAN2-ADA module (𝐼). Strictly speaking, we retrieve the real image (𝐼𝑡𝑔𝑡) that matches 

the pattern label from the dataset and obtain the texture vector (𝒛𝒕
𝒕𝒈𝒕

), then swap the texture 

vector of the input image 𝐼 with the texture vector of 𝐼𝑡𝑔𝑡  as 
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where 𝐼𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑  is the output texture synthesized image. 

4.3 SeFa Module for Color Matching 

The texture synthesis applied to the generated image in the second module assumes that all 

combinations of color and clothing patterns are inside the real dataset. In reality, since our dataset 

do not include all the combinations, it cannot represent novel combinations. Therefore, if a pair 

of color and clothing pattern that does not exist in the dataset becomes the novel trend, we cannot 

generate garment images consistent with the current trend if we only use the swapping autoen-

coder. To resolve this problem, we utilize a closed-form factorization method proposed by Shen 

et al. [4] that discovers latent interpretable directions in the GAN generator to edit the color of the 

output image from the second swapping autoencoder module. We found from a prior experiment 

(discussed in Sec. 5.3), that applying SeFa on the weights of the Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) layers in the ToRGB block of the swapping autoencoder shown in Figure. 2 enables us to 

edit the color with minimal effect on the image structure or texture. 

    SeFa [4] regards each transformation step in the CNN-based generator G as an affine trans-

formation. The first transformation step of one CNN-based generator ( 𝐺1 ) with the 

𝑑-dimensional input latent code (𝒛) can be formulated as 

where  𝑨 ∈  ℝ𝑚×𝑑 , 𝒃 ∈  ℝ𝑚 represent the weight and bias of 𝐺1, respectively. The image ed-

iting using the modified latent code with one semantic direction vector 𝒏 ∈  ℝ𝑑 can be defined

as 

where α is the strength of interpretable direction 𝒏. 

    From Equations. (8) and (9), we can define the editing in the first transformation step in the 

generator (𝐺1) as 
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we can retrieve the optimal 𝑘 interpretable directions 𝑁∗ = [𝒏1
∗ , 𝒏2

∗ , … , 𝒏𝑘
∗ ]. 

We empirically found that 𝐺𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝𝐴𝐸  controls the color of the generated images at the final 

ToRGB block (𝐺𝑇𝑜𝑅𝐺𝐵); strictly speaking, the weights of the CNN layers in 𝐺𝑇𝑜𝑅𝐺𝐵 (𝑨𝑻𝒐𝑹𝑮𝑩). 

Therefore, we can edit the color of the clothing patterns in applied images while maintaining the 

structure and texture by retrieving 𝑘  optimal interpretable directions 𝑁∗ = [𝒏1
∗ , 𝒏2

∗ , … , 𝒏𝑘
∗ ]. 

from the eigenvectors of weight matrix 𝑨𝑇𝑜𝑅𝐺𝐵
⊺ 𝑨𝑻𝒐𝑹𝑮𝑩 using SeFa as 

 

𝒏∗  ∈  𝑵. The details of the experiment applying SeFa in each layer of the generator of the 

swapping autoencoder are discussed in Sec. 5.3. 

 

5 Experiments 

We conducted experiments on each module of the proposed system (Multiple Conditional 

StyleGAN2-ADA Module: Sec. 5.1, Swapping Autoencoder Module: Sec. 5.2, and SeFa Color 

Editing Module: Sec. 5.3) to investigate whether they satisfy the expected functionality to gen-

erate fashion item images. We also evaluated the overall garment generation quality (Sec. 5.4). 

5.1   Quality of Multiple Conditional StyleGAN Generation 

First, we trained the conditional StyleGAN2-ADA [2] module conditioned by the com-

bination of four condition labels (category, silhouette, length, color) and evaluated the 

quality of the generated images both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

For the quantitative evaluation, we compute the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [20] 

which measures the proximity between the distribution of generated images and real images. The 

result is listed in Table. 1 and the training curve is depicted in Figure. 3, where the further the 

training proceeds, the lower the FID becomes, i.e., the distribution of generated garment images 

is close to the real clothing image distribution. Figure. 4 shows sample generated images, where 

we can see that the majority of the generated clothing images consistently reflect the input 

combination of the four conditions. Moreover, the generated images with the identical combi-

nation of the four conditions in Figure. 4 differ from each other, which indicates that the model 

achieves diverse generation. Both the quantitative and qualitative evaluations demonstrate that 

the first StyleGAN2-ADA module can generate diverse fashion item images consistent with the 

given conditions. 
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Training details: We trained our conditional StyleGAN2-ADA module from 62k garment 

images with four condition labels for each image (provided by AirCloset.inc) using one NVIDIA 

RTX A6000 GPU for ten days. We used Adam [21] (learning rate:0.0025, 𝛽0 = 0, 𝛽1 = 0.99, ε = 

1𝑒-8) to optimize the model. 

5.2   Quality of Clothing Texture Synthesis 

Next, we evaluated the effectiveness of the second swapping autoencoder [3] module by quali-

tatively comparing it with conditional StyleGAN2-ADA module. As discussed in Sec.4.1, since 

we modified the StyleGAN2-ADA module to be able to deal with an arbitrary number of con-

ditions, we trained the StyleGAN2-ADA module with a combination of five conditions (cate-

gory, silhouette, length, color, and clothing pattern) to compare it with the swapping autoencoder 

module. The result of this comparison is shown in Figure. 5. As we can see, compared with the 

swapping autoencoder, the conditional StyleGAN2-ADA cannot apply the given clothing pattern 

label in its generated fashion images. Moreover, the sleeves of the garment image generated by 

the conditional StyleGAN2-ADA (bottom right of Figure. 5(b)) are collapsed. In contrast, as 

shown in Figure. 5(a), swapping autoencoder can synthesize the clothing pattern while pre-

serving both the structure and the texture. This result demonstrates that the swapping autoen-
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coder outperforms the conditional StyleGAN2- ADA in terms of applying the clothing pattern to 

the generated garment image.  

Training details: As in the first experiment (Sec. 5.1), we trained the conditional Style-

GAN2-ADA model on a 62k clothing image dataset with a combination of five condition labels 

for each image using one NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU for ten days. We optimized the conditional 

StyleGAN2-ADA by Adam [21] (learning rate:0.0025, 𝛽0 = 0, 𝛽1 = 0.99, ε = 1𝑒-8). As the 

swapping autoencoder, we trained it for one week using one NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU and 

optimized it by Adam [21] (learning rate:0.0025, 𝛽0 = 0, 𝛽1 = 0.99, ε = 1𝑒-8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3   Quality of SeFa Color Editing 

We next investigated the effectiveness of applying SeFa to the weight of CNN layers in the 

ToRGB block 𝑨𝑻𝒐𝑹𝑮𝑩  of the swapping autoencoder generator. Figure. 6 shows the result of 

image editing by distilling five interpretable directions from the eigenvectors of 𝑨𝑇𝑜𝑅𝐺𝐵
⊺ 𝑨𝑻𝒐𝑹𝑮𝑩 

where 𝛼𝑖(𝑖 ∈  [1,5]) means the intensity of each optimal directions 𝒏𝒊
∗ in Equation. (12). These 

results demonstrate that we can edit the image color by manually adapting 𝛼𝑖 while maintaining 

the structure and the texture of the generated clothing images thanks to the second module of our 

system. 

Also, to determine the effectiveness of only using the weights of the ToRGB block for 

SeFa, we applied SeFa using the weight of all CNN layers in the swapping autoencoder gener-

ator. The results are shown in Figure. 7, where we can see in the middle row that, SeFa using 

weights of all the CNN layers and adapting αi collapses the structure and the texture of the input 

generated images. On the other hand, only using the weights of the CNN layers at the ToRGB 

block of the Swapping Autoencoder generator (bottom of Figure. 7), can successfully edit only 

the color of the input generated images. 

These results demonstrate that, when editing only the color of the input image using SeFa 

on the generator of swapping autoencoder, it is more effective to make use of the weights of the 

CNN layers in the ToRGB block. 
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5.4   Qualitative Evaluation of the Overall Architecture 

Finally, we qualitatively evaluated the capability of our proposed system to generate garment 

images by examining the output garment images shown in Figure. 8. In the clothing image on the 

bottom left of Figure. 8, we can clearly see a picture of yellow half-sleeved striped shirts, and on 

the bottom middle of Figure. 8, we see green checked wide-leg pants, both of which are con-

sistent with the input condition labels. Therefore, we conclude that our proposed system can 

accurately reflect detailed conditions such as complex clothing patterns, lengths, and silhouettes 

in its generated images. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a GAN-based fashion design generation system to reduce the workload 

of the labor-intensive novel fashion design creation. The experimental results and the sample 

images generated by our system demonstrate that it can accurately generate garment images 

consistent with the input conditions. However, in the real world, with its proliferation of photo-

graphs, characters, logos, etc., the garment patterns are too diverse for all of them to be reflected 

as the texture of the generated images. Therefore, our future work will focus on ways of im-

proving generative models to that point that they are capable of generating diverse clothing 

images with complex patterns. 
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